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Snom Unveils New Wireless SIP Conference Phone
Snom C620 wireless conference phone designed to bring freedom and flexibility to
businesses of all sizes
TIGARD, Ore., May 18, 2020 – Today, Snom (a wholly-owned subsidiary of VTech Holdings
Limited), a pioneer and a leading brand of professional and enterprise VoIP phones,
expanded its diverse portfolio of telecommunication products with the release of the Snom
C620 Wireless SIP Conference Phone. Built with DECT 6.0 technology, the new conference
phone is fully wireless, enabling flexible placement and usage of the phone in the workplace
without the clutter of cumbersome wires. Complete with HD voice quality, up to 24 hours of
talk time on a single charge and two wireless mics, the new system ensures business users
can experience less frustration and more successful conference calls.
“Businesses of all sizes can benefit from going wire-free for conference calls,” said Brian
Tompkins, vice president of sales, VTech Communications Inc. “A significant benefit is that
no modifications need to be made to a conference room to accommodate wires during
installation, such as drilling holes in a conference table. In addition to freeing up table clutter
and improving productivity, the latest solution from Snom has all the features you’d expect in
a high-quality conference phone with the added benefit of cordless freedom.”
The C620 is equipped with a SIP DECT base and docking station to charge the phone with
up to 24 hours of talk time, ensuring that users will never run out of battery during an
important call. The base can be up to 150 feet away from the conference phone itself,
allowing total freedom for placement of the device in your conference room–without tripping
over wires. And with two DECT 6.0 wireless mics that charge directly in the phone’s built-in
charging bays, employees can move freely and collaborate beyond the conference table
without having to raise their voice to be heard, all while maintaining HD voice quality. If
expanded coverage in a large meeting room is necessary, up to two C52-SP SIP DECT
expansion wireless speakerphones can easily be added to accommodate more active
participants or a larger meeting space. Team members in businesses of any size can now
spread out, hear clearly and speak without shouting, all without wires getting in the way.
The solution also comes with support for up to three SIP lines, making it easy to manage
multiple calls with advanced call handling features like 10 speed dial entries and 3-way
conferencing. With a user-friendly interface, large backlit display and navigational pad,
business users have an intuitively designed wireless solution to meet any conference call
needs.
Snom C620 SIP Wireless Conference Phone with Two Wireless Mics
 Wireless expansion pairing for up to two C52-SP SIP DECT Expansion Wireless
Speakerphones
 DECT 6.0 wireless microphones
 Built-in wireless microphone charging bays in base
 Support for up to three SIP lines/accounts
 Up to 150 feet of range from the base station
 HD voice quality
 12 hours of talk time per wireless mic and 70 hours of standby time



Three-year standard warranty

Snom C52-SP DECT Expansion Wireless Speakerphone
 Cordless expansion via DECT 6.0 technology
 Support for 15 or more active participants
 Full-duplex speakerphone in base
 HD voice quality
 12 hours of wireless talk time
 Three-year standard warranty
MSRP: $649 (C620); $259 (C52-SP)
For more information on Snom and its new wireless conference phone, please visit
https://www.snomamericas.com.
About Snom
As a pioneer and a leading brand of professional and enterprise VoIP phones, Snom
provides a diverse collection of telecommunication products that elevate the business user
experience through state-of-the-art technology and design. These business phones are sold
through a wide network of trusted partners and are backed by industry-leading warranties
and U.S.-based training and support. Acquired by VTech in 2016, Snom starts launching
products for the North American market in 2019, which includes color desksets, cordless
phones, wireless conference phones and public broadcasting systems. VTech is
headquartered in Hong Kong and listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
(HKSE: 303).
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